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Sitting by the beach in Kokrobite, Greater Accra, Jane and Martial noticed something odd

about the bustling fishing scene they were witnessing. Many of the people on the beach were

children with nothing else to do and nowhere else to go. This struck them as being odd as it

was a school day and in the middle of term. They came to learn that these children and many

others in this community were passing up on their education to work- either because they

did not have the money for school or their family needed extra money gained from them

working to survive. The Kokrobite Chiltern Centre aims to educate the children of Kokrobite

through ensuring they have the ability to excel inside the classroom and providing the

facilities and environment to succeed outside of the classroom. Although starting local the

model being used by the Kokrobite Chiltern Centre is highly effective and sustainable and

can be replicated in villagers across Ghana to affect social change one community at a time.
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Funding children to go to school           

Learning centre         

Teacher training         

Community centre and library           

Building educational

infrastructure          

Sports teams           

Children’s parties

The Mission

In order to achieve their mission KCC works through 
a series of sustainable projects.

KOKROBITE CHILTERN CENTRE
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Many children in the Kokrobite community cannot afford the school fees that some of the

local schools require and the KCC sponsors children to help on that front. Starting with those

enrolling in September 2017 Government schools became free for all ages however in the

KCC’s experience the extra hidden costs can still come up to at least GHC 1000 a year.

Funding Children

Learning Centre
With many teachers in Ghana without a

University or senior high school degree the

level of education children in the

community receive is relatively low even if

they are at least attending school. The KCC

Learning Centre situated next to Jane and

Martial’s house is a haven for children to

come after school and on Saturday

mornings for additional learning. This may

be receiving help with homework or

engaging in arts and play based activities in

a safe and stimulating environment.

The centre uses the learning centre to run

teacher training programmes throughout

the year. Many teachers in Ghana do not

have a University degree or even a High

school diploma. KCC helps local teachers

with lesson planning and teaching

techniques. These programmes bring

teachers from the community together to

discuss and debate strategies andpractices

in order to improve the quality of teaching in

Kokrobite.

Teacher Training
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KCC is committed to helping improve the

infrastructure of educational environments as well

as building new spaces. The centre recently built a

school classroom and is currently building a

Community Literacy Centre and library in the town

centre. This centre will be independent of any

school or church and will thus be open to all

children of the community. In order to build in a

sustainable and cost-effective way KCC has

adopted the bottle building technique. This is

achieved using old plastic bottles filled with mud or

sediment and binding them with concrete or

larterite. Some benefits of this technique apart from

its cost effectiveness and sustainability is that the

structures are earthquake proof and easy to build.

Building Educational Infrastructure

Sports Team
Another activity that the KCC runs as an after-

school activity is a football team spanning three age

groups. (U12, U15, U17). The teams and players are

all registered by the GFA meaning that top

professional teams can scout and select players.

With Martial, who is 2nd in command in the District

FA, at the helm the teams have been very successful

in their respective leagues. With the U17 team in

2nd place in their league next seasons aim of

stepping up to the regional level looks

achievable.The ability to engage in a structured and

organized club is a rare and precious opportunity

for many in rural Ghana.
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Christmas time is a joyous and busy time of year for

many, especially at KCC. The group organises a series

of parties including barbeques and a children’s party

at the house. At least 1200 children attend these

events from a range of local villages. This ensures that

the local children are prioritised and feel valued. In

this way they can celebrate being a child and have fun.

Every child who attends gets a wrapped gift. In

addition to this on Christmas Day Jane and Martial

are joined by volunteers to distribute gifts and treats

to children in the surrounding villages who were not

able to attend the events. 

Children's Parties 



WHT THE CENTRE NEEDS YOUNEEDS YOU
The KCC welcomes and encourages

volunteers. School groups have worked very

well in the past in getting involved to make a

lasting and sustainable impact on the

community whilst learning a lot about

Ghana. One model which has proven to be

successful is for the school and the centre to

agree on a project which the school will then

fundraise for and then travel to Ghana to

implement. This may be hosting a football

tournament, building a classroom, making

frames for malaria nets or building play

areas using recycled materials. This form of

volunteering is effective and useful as

it sets the volunteers a goal to achieve

something meaningful and tangible which

they can say they did. This makes it

incredibly fun for all involved. The group

will usually have a short- term project to

start and finish during their trip whilst

working on an ongoing longer- term project.

The team at KCC are more than happy to

work with the group leaders before the trip

to tailor the programme to achieve their

goals. The KCC has a proven track record in

hosting and working with students from all

over the world in the last 5 years.
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BENEFITS FOR
VOLUNTEERSVOLUNTEERS
Students learn about life in Ghana. The group

will be taken to important Ghanaian

landmarks such as Cape Coast Castle and

Kakum National Park as well as exploring the

local area and beach. The group will be

encouraged to eat local dishes and interact

with the people of the community. As well as

driving through the main project, the groups

will have the opportunity to engage in a range

of activities. This includes making fishing nets

with seasoned pros, learning about tie and

dye with the resident expert or taking part in

drumming and dancing workshops. 

Spending time at the centre gives

students the chance to learn about

living together as a community and

everything that comes with that for

example tolerance, problem solving

and individual responsibility. Time in

Kokrobite allows people to take a step

back from their day to day lives and

think about other people as well as

their own role and place in the world.

The different perspectives and world

views they will be exposed to by

working side by side with local

children and teenagers will be

invaluable.
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The group will have to make private travel arrangements to and

from Ghana. Apart from this the KCC will take care of the rest of

the travel including dealing with VISA invitation letters and airport

transfers. The group is encouraged to fundraise for whatever

project they are doing at home in preparation for their trip.

However, aside from a small fee to cover the cost of food,

accommodation and transport there will be no cost for

volunteering.
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The centre can accommodate 23 people

comfortably and up to 28 at a slight

squeeze. The rooms tend to sleep 4-6 and

there are single and double rooms available.

The house is new, clean and very safe with

spaces for student recreation and teacher

group meetings.

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

LOGISTICS - ACCOMMODATION

The centre can cater for the group and will

take into account any dietary requirements.

However, for at least one meal a day the

centre encourages the group to try a tasty

Ghanaian dish. This is may be fried fish and

kenkey or simply chicken stew. This feature

has been very popular in the past.

KOKROBITE CHILTERN CENTRE
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Past projects have included building structures such as classrooms or learning centres,

building playgrounds and outdoor furniture, such as benches, in schools or building football

pitches and working with the teams. We would love to work together to drive forward

another initiative to help the children of Ghana. 

KOKROBITE CHILTERN CENTRE

  “I had a lot of beautiful moments, could get an insight into the daily life of the people in Kokrobite, gained a lot of 
 experiences and got to know many friendly people.”

PAST PROJECTS

“There was usually a challenge to overcome, not least the lack of pencils and desks.”

“It was an exciting challenge that put a lump in my throat” “like you are staring in your own Indiana Jones movie”
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KOKROBITE CHILTERN CENTRE

JOIN THE
KOKROCHIL

FAMILY

The Kokrobite Chiltern Centre

Off the Kokrobite Road - Accra

Martial House - Kokrobite

Locate us in Ghana Follow us on social media
Kokrobite Chiltern Centre


